
Intrusion Detection

We could focus model on two basic aspects of program: Control Flow (FSA, PDA) and Data 
Flow (filename is a type of data flow)

Learning Data Flow 

Reference: Dataflow Anomaly   Detection  

(This reference is for those who want to know much more that what is summarized below. I dont 
expect  any one to read this paper just because of this course.)

It is not easy to reconstruct dataflows by just observing system calls and their arguments. This is 
because they capture only a small fraction of what the program is doing in terms of moving data 
around.  More specifically, there are some types of data that are not subject to any significant 
processing by the program --- they are simply returned by one system call and used as input to 
another. Examples of this type of data include file descriptors, process ids, etc. For such types of 
data, it is easy to learn their flow by simply observing system calls.

For other data types such as input/output data, learning dataflows by observing system calls can 
be a very difficult problem. For data read from some input source (i.e., data returned by a read 
system call) and subsequently used in computing outputs (i.e., the buffer argument to a write system 
call), considerable transformation goes on within the program without resorting to any system calls. 
The transformation may use assignments, conditionals, loops, table lookups, mathematical functions 
and so on, none of which are visible if you are looking at only system calls. Thus, for this kind of data, 
it is difficult to detect dataflows by only observing system calls. However, some exceptions do arise 
in specific contexts. For instance, in the case of many web applications, relatively simple 
transformations are performed on input data before it is used elsewhere. This is why SQL injection, 
command injection, and cross-site vulnerabilities are so common in these applications. Thus, for 
specific classes of programs, it may be possible to learn dataflow relations even for the difficult case 
of input/output data.

Finally, there are types of data that fall in between --- like file names. Although some 
transformations go on within the program, these are relatively simple and can be guessed by looking 
at the filenames used in system calls. Thus, learning becomes possible for this type of data as well.

In terms of learning data flow—we talk about Unary and Binary relations.
Unary Relation--- learn the characteristics of a single system call parameters across multiple 
invocations of the same system call. Recall our earlier discussion that we don't group all occurrences 
of the same system call together – instead, a control-flow model can be used to distinguish between 
different occurrences based on their control-flow context. For instance, with the FSA model, you can 
divide the occurrences of the same system calls into multiple groups based on the program location 
from where the call is made.

Binary Relation---learn the relation b/w arguments of two distinct system calls that follow each 
other.
The system calls need not follow each other immediately, but can be spaced arbitrarily far apart.  
Again, control flow context could be used to subdivide occurrences of the same system call. For 
instance, we might say that the file descriptor argument of read@PC2  is the same as the file 
descriptor returned by open@PC1. Note that such a relationship might hold if we are comparing the 
occurrences of read and open that occur closest to each other: For instance, consider a sequence of 
system calls. Here, the value following the “=” sign denotes the return value from the system call.

     open@PC1(“abc”,...)=3    getpid@PC3(...)  read@PC2(3,...)=...    open@PC1(“def”,...)=5     read@PC2(5,...)=...  ....

The above relation holds if you compare the 1st and 3rd calls in the sequence, or if you compare the  
4th  and 5th. But if you compare 1st and 5th, it does not hold. So, we define the semantics so that the 
relationship is checked between every pair of system calls that occur closest to each other. (Actually, 
we dont compare system calls, but (system call, call site) combinations.)
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BTW, the control context used above was based on FSA model of control flow behavior. You can also 
base it on control-flow context provided by other models such as PDA.

The types of relations we try to learn is dependent on the semantics of data. Here are some 
examples in the table below.
Type Unary Binary
FD If we just viewed file descriptor as an integer, then it mightIf we just viewed file descriptor as an integer, then it might  

make sense to learn the set of values taken by it, or the make sense to learn the set of values taken by it, or the 
range of values.range of values.
--exact-values may not make in general since the actual fd --exact-values may not make in general since the actual fd 
values dont mean much, except for the values 0, 1, and 2., values dont mean much, except for the values 0, 1, and 2., 
which have a special meaning (stdin, stdout, stderr).which have a special meaning (stdin, stdout, stderr).
--ranges of values are also unlikely to be of much use.--ranges of values are also unlikely to be of much use.

-- exact equality is useful, as it allows us to -- exact equality is useful, as it allows us to 
tie together a file name (which will be an tie together a file name (which will be an 
argument to a open system call that returns aargument to a open system call that returns a  
file descriptor value) with its subsequent file descriptor value) with its subsequent 
uses (in system calls such as read, write, uses (in system calls such as read, write, 
etc.)etc.)
It is clearly not useful to learn relationships It is clearly not useful to learn relationships 
such as fd1 = fd2+1such as fd1 = fd2+1

Filename --hasPrefix(xyz), which  states that xyz is a prefix of the hasPrefix(xyz), which  states that xyz is a prefix of the 
filename. It is useful to capture the fact that all files openedfilename. It is useful to capture the fact that all files opened  
at a certain program location are being going to be within at a certain program location are being going to be within 
the directory xyz. the directory xyz. 
-- hasSuffix, hasBaseName, hasExtension are other -- hasSuffix, hasBaseName, hasExtension are other 
examples that capture that the file name has a certain examples that capture that the file name has a certain 
constant as a suffix, as a certain base file name, or has a constant as a suffix, as a certain base file name, or has a 
certain file name extension. certain file name extension. 

--X is within Y: can capture the fact that an --X is within Y: can capture the fact that an 
argument to one system call is within the argument to one system call is within the 
directory specified as the argument to directory specified as the argument to 
another system call. another system call. 
-- X==Y-- X==Y
-- X==Y.extension-- X==Y.extension
etc.etc.

Input and 
Output data-2 
subcases
--GET DATA

POST-DATAPOST-DATA

GET  requests consist of an URL, optionally followed by GET  requests consist of an URL, optionally followed by 
parameter values (of the form name=value) separated by parameter values (of the form name=value) separated by 
“&” character.“&” character.
--URL is similar to filenames--URL is similar to filenames
--# of parameters (this is essentially the same as counting --# of parameters (this is essentially the same as counting 
the number of “&” characters)the number of “&” characters)
--Length of Parameters--Length of Parameters
--Character distribution within each parameter value--Character distribution within each parameter value
----Alpha
----alphanumeric
----# of quotes, semicolons
----Binary chars

Reason of learning these: make sense to precategorize 
these characters and learn their properties because program 
may handle these in different ways – or it may expecte 
inputs to not contain characters that belong to certain 
categories.

In the case of GET, we knew more about how it is In the case of GET, we knew more about how it is 
interpreted, so we could learn relations that are appropriateinterpreted, so we could learn relations that are appropriate  
for URLs, parameters, etc. Here, we dont know how POSTfor URLs, parameters, etc. Here, we dont know how POST  
data is interpreted, so we can only learn very general data is interpreted, so we can only learn very general 
properties.properties.
--Character distributio--Character distribution
might be useful to detect buffer overflows, as the presence 
of binary code in the request may skew the character 
distribution, allowing the IDS to detect it.
--Bigram: instead of capturing distribution of individual --Bigram: instead of capturing distribution of individual 
characters, capture distribution of 2-character sequences. Itcharacters, capture distribution of 2-character sequences. It  
helps capture some ordering information. A problem, helps capture some ordering information. A problem, 
though,  is that you need a lot of training data because the though,  is that you need a lot of training data because the 
number of classes (64K) is large. number of classes (64K) is large.  

Very clear
--common substring--common substring
because data is used somewhere else, 
program might make arbitrary 
transformation on the input(like SQL 
command). So in general there is no much to 
do with the binary relation when the 
program does arbitrary transformations.
But it is still suitable for domain which 
transformation doesn’t take place, 
Injection attacks—reason for popularity—
read and no transformation so attacker can 
figure out the parameters.

So we look at the input which would be used 
somewhere else, we can detect some attacks 
by the binary relation of common substring.

--Approximate Substring--Approximate Substring
   allows for some minor transformations, 
e.g., deletion of spaces or special characters.



A higher level view of techniques for dealing with software bugs:

Different techniques are doing different things with those three components. In general, the reason 
we have them is our programs tend to be large and complex, reasoning about it and doing static 
analysis on it is difficult.  Due to the size and complexity of programs, static analysis that can be 
applied to realistic programs needs to be fairly simple. But dynamic techniques (which involve 
executing a program and observing behavior at runtime) can be much more complex. When working 
with models, static analysis can be more complex and still be realistic. 

Note that all verification and vulnerability detection involve a comparison between a program (or a 
model) and a specfication. So, it is a relative thing. If your spec is incorrect, no one can help you. 
Because you dont have ways to check for errors in spec, your only option is to keep the specification 
very simple so that errors would be obvious.

If you are interested in design time bugs, then it may make sense to hand-develop an abstract model 
and verify its properties. This makes sense because at design time, you dont have a program to work 
with. However, most security vulnerabilities relate to implementation errors, so this approach is 
unlikely to be of much help in detecting them. This is why it is more common in security to generate 
models automatically.

Since the primary goal of model generation is to reduce complexity, approximations are introduced 
during the model generation process. These approximations are driven by abstractions, e.g., in the 
case of taint-tracking, our abstraction reasons about the taintedness of a variable rather than its 
value.

Additional approximations may need to be introduced during verification, depending upon the size of 
the model and the complexity of the specification (and model). 

It is possible that vulnerabilities may be missed because the abstraction removed the key details 
needed for the vulnerabilities. For instance, if the abstraction did not capture the details of memory 
layout and/or variable boundaries, it may not be able to identify buffer overflow vulnerabilities. So, 
we have to have some idea of what details are “relevant” and need to be retained in the model, and 
what details are not that important.

Whenever we introduce approximations, we need to think about their impact on the results we get 
by using the model (or the verification result). Soundness—Assume you have a program and you 
build a model, you want to verify the properties of the model, a technique is sound means if the 
verification procedures say model has a certain property then you are certain that the program has 
that property.
Thus, soundness is relative to the property.  

When we talk about vulnerabilities, the property we are interested is the absence of a vulnerability. 
So, in order to support sound reasoning, the model should not omit any vulnerabilities from the 
program --- any approximations should preserve all the vulnerabilities in the program. Since we are 
doing approximations, we cannot, in general, preserve the vulnerabilities exactly. We should be 
willing to accept the possibility of extra vulnerabilities being introduced into the model as a result of 
approximation.



Since soundness is relative to a property, an abstraction may be sound in the context of one property 
but not in the context of another. For instance, if our property states that a certain variable is 
assigned before use in every program path, it is sound to use an approximation that possibly adds 
additional code paths in the model over those that are possible in the original program.  (A path may 
be added  when you cannot statically predict whether it will be taken, e.g., at a conditional, you 
typically cannot predict whether the “then” or “else” branch will be taken at runtime, so the model 
will have to consider both branches as possible.) 

Model construction process is largely independent of how you use it. For instance, models may be 
constructed using static analysis or runtime learning, and the result used for vulnerability analysis or 
intrusion detection. But you need to ensure that the model construction process is sound respect to 
the property of interest to you, or that you are willing to work with unsound techniques.

Summary

Technique Program Model specification
Run time 
Policy enforcement

D S

IDS, CFI D S
Guarding, Taint Analysis,
Bound Checking

D D S

Vulnerability detection S S
S S

S- used statically, i.e., does not change at runtime  D- used dynamically, is the component is “executed”

Runtime policy enforcement: There is no model in this case: only program and specification. We 
execute the program (and hence the “D” annotation), but the specification remains unchanged 
during execution (and hence the “S” annotation). 

Both IDS and CFI use a model, and compare it with the program at runtime. The program is executed 
in this case, but the model does not change at runtime.
IDS: construct a model by dynamic learning (you may also do this using static analysis, but as we 
have mentioned before, models derived by static analysis are not that useful for IDS, as they are 
very limited in terms of the attacks they can detect. In particular, the assumption behind static 
analysis that all program paths are likely to be taken is not the right one for IDS, where many attacks 
occur when unusual program paths are taken.) With CFI, model is constructed by static analysis.

Guarding, Taint Analysis, Bound Checking: They have all three components. The program is executed 
in runtime.  A model in this case can be thought of as the additional program instrumentation 
introduced by these techniques. Since the instrumentation is executed, we have a “D” in the model 
column.  Finally, we enforce a property, e.g., canary should have a certain value before return. 

Vulnerability detection: There are two steps here. First, a model is constructed from the program. 
Typically, this uses static analysis, so we have an “S” in both columns. In the second step, a property 
is verified against the model. Again, a static analysis is typically used, so we have “S” under model 
and the specification columns. 

Note: Many vulnerability analysis techniques don't explicitly generate models. The models are 
generated internally, and the two steps mentioned above are combined together. As two examples 
of models used for vulnerability analysis, recall (a) the graphs used for type analysis for detecting the 
use of tainted data, and (b) the control-flow graphs used to detect vulnerabilities such as the use of 
resources without locking, execution of certain setuid calls, etc.
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